connected solely with the healing art. We have here two royal incorporations, severally including a large section of the profession, the colleges of physicians and of surgeons, venerable for their age, respected for the many enlightened and liberal men which compose them, and vying with each other in the honourable competition which will most efficiently promote the improvement of the art it is their duty to cherish, and the interests of their licentiates, who, whether they remain in their native land, or proceed to some distant clime, are charged with the weighty responsibility of encoun-; tering disease and death in all their varied forms. Honour is indeed justly due to associations animated by such principles; and the distinction of presiding over them is one which, I trust, will ever maintain the high character it merits.
The constitution and functions of our society, I need not say, are wholly different from those of the bodies just named. We claim no corporate rights; we neither enjoy nor covet any monopoly, to be used, far less abused. Our society aims at one object alone, the improvement of our science for the public benefit and our own, that we may be the better fitted efficiently to discharge our high duties. This society, then, we rejoice to think, numbers among its members by much the largest proportion of the fellows of both the royal colleges. In addition, it includes a number of those individuals, who, having been, or still being, engaged in the public services of their country, have had opportunities of witnessing disease under aspects which civil practitioners rarely enjoy. The society, moreover, numbers in its ranks persons not included in these classes,?many intelligent practitioners, and many of our country brethren, who take a lively concern in our proceedings, and enhance the interest of our meetings. In a word, I hold that this society is entitled to be regarded as in no degree sectional,?as having nothing to do with partial interests or claims,? as opening its ample door to every gentleman engaged in the cultivation of the healing art, and as being the embodiment and representative of the whole profession, in its untiring and unceasing efforts to extend its limits, and augment its efficiency in mitigating, as far as human skill can do it, every form of bodily pain and suffering to which man is heir. I regard it a privilege to be the humblest member of such an institution ; and having such sentiments, I given by Hahnemann and his immediate followers to a philosophical view of either of these subjects ? And granting them a merit in this matter a thousandfold greater than any that might be assumed, why forget that the science of medicime was founded more than twenty-four centuries ago, upon a broad and explicit declaration of the existence, the potency, and the vital importance of this vis medicatrix ; and that the science of hygiene, like the other, from that day to this, jhas had a most prominent and important part assigned to it ? Let any one turn to the history of our science, and he will find these agencies and principles of the art of healing receiving throughout that distinguished place which they merit. Let him turn, for example, to any biography of Hippocrates, and he will there find it prominently put forward that the father of medicine ascribes all the phenomena of life and health to the operation of a fundamental principle, which he denominates nature, <pvoig, all beneficial during health ; and during disease ever tending to recovery and restoration ; at the same time afiirming that physic was nothing more than the humble handmaid of this power, now directing and arresting her abnormal actings, and now influencing and guiding them as far as possible in returning to the regular course ; thus recognising at every turn the power of the vis medicatrix. Again, as to hygiene, " the means which Hippocrates employed for the preservation of health and the cure of disease were chiefly diet and regimen. Diet 
